
TURN PAPER INTO DATA 

FASTER Forms powered by TransitCheck is an optional addition to FASTER Inspector which allows Operators

to automate a form which a driver now completes on paper, into an electronic organized, supported

process on their tablet. This can include any form from something as important as an accident report to

something as simple as a time off request -- if drivers complete it now on paper, it can be automated.

Forms can be set so that when they are completed by a driver, a notification of the form is automatically

emailed or texted to the proper staff. The system automatically captures the date, time, and location the

form is completed and can have mandatory fields. Unlike paper forms, electronic forms can be updated

quickly by the user and the updated forms pushed out to devices instantly. The electronic forms also allow

for unlimited expandability, for instance where the number of “involved parties” can vary from one, to any

number. The forms support data input via pictures and video, plus tools such as text to speech make it

simple for drivers to input data without time consuming typing.
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TransitCheck



Flexible Application
TransitForms digitizes any 
paper form - incident 
reporting, customer 
complaint, time o  request.

FEATURES

The TransitForms application 
collects the data, paper and 
its storage is eliminated. A 
digital record is stored in the 
cloud for reference or audit - 
never to be lost.

The customer defines 
specific data that must be 
entered such as the weather, 
pictures of vehicles, drivers, 
witnesses and the scene.

No need for companies to fill 
out or distribute paper forms. 
Digitization facilitates easy 
changes, future reference 
and automatic archiving.

TransitForms supports data 
collection in multiple ways 
including: text, voice to text, 
pictures and video

Digitization and Storage

Capture Essential Data

Paper Replacement

Input data Flexibility

TransitForms captures 
essential data when critical 
information is readily 
available... at the scene of an 
accident just a er it occurs.

The system allows customer 
administrators to create and/or
modify their own forms at will
without involving the vendor, and
at no additional cost. 

As soon as a Form is 
completed, the system will 
route it automaticaly to 
where it has to go (manager, 
HR), and store a copy.

Immediate Notifications

Company Control

Real Time Data Capture
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